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Let kl~ be a finite algebraic number field. We fix an odd prime 
number p and denote by ~(p) resp. ~pn the group of all roots of 
unity of order apower of p resp. dividing pn. The Galois group 
G := Gal(kmlk) of km k(~(p)) over k has the canonical decom-
position G = f x D with f:= Gal(kmlk(~p)) and D:= Gal(k(~p)lk)j 
furthermore the action of G on ~(p) defines a character K: G+ZZp 
into the p-adic units. We choose a topological generator y of r 
in a canonical way by the requirement that K(y) is of the form 1 + pe 
with e E IN. The principle of Iwasawa theory is now the following: 
Given an algebraic object over k one tries to associate with it in a 
natural way certain modules over the completed group ring ZZp[[fJJ. 
If this is done in the right way, there should exist a deep connection 
between the "characteristic po1ynomia1s" of y on these modules and 
the complex zeta functions of the pbject. 
The Iwasawa theory of an abelian variety over k was initiated 
by Mazur in [3J. This talk will give a discussion of an analog of the 
conjecture of BirchjSwinnerton-DyerjTate in this setting. 
1. The Iwasawa zeta function of an abelian variety. 
Let A be an abelian variety over k and ~ its Neron-mode1 
over the ring of integers D in k. Furthermore ~(p) := 11m ~j 
denotes the ind-group scheme of kerne1s ~. of mu1tip1ication p 
pJ 
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with pj in c.. We then have the natural G-modu 1 es 
where 000 is the ring of integers in km and the cohomology is 
(during the whole talk) understood to be taken with respect to the 
FPQF-topology. In order to get nice results about these cohomology 
groups we have to impose the following restriction on p, which from 
now on is assumed to be fulfilled: 
A has good ordinary reduction at all primes of 
k above p. 
Moreover we need some notation: Let A be the dual abelian variety 
and l.. its Neron-mode lover 0; 1 et G3 be the connected component 
of the O-scheme G.. in the sense of SGA3 VI S§3. For an abelian group 
M let Mip) be the p-primary torsion component; for a IIp-module 
N let N := Hom ZZ (N'~p/?lp) be the Pontrjagin dual. Finally On 
denotes the ri ng of i ntegers in kn : = k (]J pn) . 
Proposition 1 (Artin/Mazur). The cup-product induces a complete 
duality of finite groups 
Pro pos it ion 2. 
i) HO(O,t.(p)) 
ii) Hi(o,G.(P)) 
is finite; 
= 0 for i > 3; 
iii) 0 + A(k) ® ~p/llp -* H1(O~G.(p)) -* H1(O,&.) (p) + 0 is exact; 
iv) if H1(O,G.)(p) is finite, then H2(O,G,(p)) = (G.o (0) ® IIp}* 
and corank H1(O,G(P)) = corank H2(O,G(P)) = rankllA(k). 
Proof: This follows from Proposition 1 and a detailed study of the 
cohomo 1 ogy of the exact sequence 0 + ~ j + ~ ~. G.. 
p 
Pro pos it ion 3. 
i) HO(O ,G.(p)) is finite; 
ii) H1(Ooo,G(p))* is a finitely generated ?lp[[fJ] -module; 
i i i ) H i (o:,d( p)) = 0 for i.:. 3; 
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iv. if HI(Ooo'G.{p))* is a 7lp[[fJJ-torsion module and HI(On'a.)(p) 
is finite for all n € IN, then H2(Ooo'G.(p)) = O. 
Proof: For i) see [IJ. The other assertions follow from Proposition 2 
and results in [3J. 
Remark: 1) In [3J it is shown that the p-primary component of the 
Tate-~afarevi~-group Wk(A) of A is contained in HI(O,G.)(p) 
with finite index. Therefore the conjectured finiteness of UJk(A) 
would imply the finiteness of HI(O,G.) (p). 
2) Mazur conjectures in [3J that H2(Ooo'G.{p))* is (under our condi-
tion on p - otherwise definitely not) always a 7lp[[fJJ-torsion 
module. 
From now on we assume that 
and 
-U:= HI(Ooo'G.(p))* is a 7lp[[fJJ-torsion module 
W k (A)(p) is finite for all n € IN. 
n 
We think of ,.,.. as the "right" module which is associated with A and 
p in a natural way. Since d := #6 is prime to p we have the 
natural decomposition 
1+= ffi etl+, j mod d J 
where e.1f is the maximal submodule on which 0 € 6 acts as multi-J . 
plication by K(O)J. If we identify 7lp[[fJJ with the power series 
ring in one variable 7lp[[TJJ by y~ 1 + T, then the general theory 
of 7l [[TJJ-modules tells us the existence of quasi-isomorphisms p 
(i.e. homomorphisms with finite kernel and cokernel) 
O',. 
e.'H -+ ffiJ 7l [[TJJ/<f(j)(T», 
J 0',=1 P 
where f(j)(T)' € II [TJ is a distinguished polynomial or apower of 0', p 
p. Furthermore 
F . (T) := 
J 
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depends only on ej~ and is called the characteristic polynomial of 
ej1f (see [2]). 
Definition: The Iwasawa zeta function of A at p is 
According to [3]~ sp(A~S) has a functional equation with respect to 
s ~ 2 - s. Our aim is the study of this function at s = 1. This 
means we have to consider the numbers P ~ 0 and cp(A) € ~p which 
are defined by 
F (T).rPI =: c (A) ~ O. 
o T=O p 
For this purpose we have to connect the cohomology groups of ~(p) 
over 0
00 
and over O. But the morphism Spec(ooo) + Spec(O) is not 
proetale; therefore~ in this situation~ a Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequence does not exist! 
2. The descent diagram. 
Let TI : X := Spec(Ooo) + Y := Spec(O) be the canonical morphism. 
If Y denotes the category of sheaves on the fpqf-situs of Y~ we 
then have the functors 
y ~ abelian groups 
fF ~ (TIi(X))G ~ 
TI G : Y ......... Y 
tF' ~ TI G (V + Y) : = (TI *~ (V x Y X) G ~ 
and the commutative diagrams of functors 
~ f X Y..... ..,., discrete G-modules 
r~\ ~O(G,.) 
abelian groups 
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TI y~~y 
r~~ /ry 
abelian groups 
where rX and ry are the usual section functors. Now let 
i H (Oc'/O,.) RirG 
.- X' 
denote the right derived functions of r~. Then it is not hard to show 
the existence of two spectral sequences 
and 
(2 ) 
The following fact enables us to use these spectral sequences for our 
purposes. 
lemma 4. c.(p) = TIrf:i,p) as sheaves in Y (not as ind-group schemes). 
We are now ready t-o establish the exact "descent" diagram: 
o 
3-14 
Here th~ vertical line is given by the exact sequence of lower terms 
of (2) after replacing c,(p) by TIGap) according to lemma 4. The 
horizontal sequences are induced by (1) because of Proposition 3 and 
the fact that the cohomological p-dimension of G is <1. a and ß 
denote simply the induced maps. 
3. The numbers p and cp(A). 
The key fact for the analysis of t~e descent diagram (3) is the 
following result. 
Proposition 5. HO(O,R1TIGQp)) is finite of order (TI #&'(K.,(p))2, 
-,Ip 
where K.., denotes the res i due cl ass fi el d of 0 at ~. 
Idea of proof: First we observe that the restriction of RlTIG~(p) to 
Y\{~lp} is zero. Therefore HO(O,R1TIGlUp)) turns out to be a product 
of local cohomology groups at the primes above p. But the latter ones 
we can compute because of our assumption that A has not only good 
but ordinary reduction at all ~Ip. 
Corollary: The maps a and ß in (3) are quasi-isomorphisms. 
Proof: Use Proposition 2 iv) and Proposition 5. 
Now we consider the sequence of maps 
A(k) ® lZp , 
where f is induced by the identity on 1f (because of our chosen 
generator y we can identify H1(G,~) with the coinvariants of G 
in 1+), and the non-specified maps are given by Proposition 2. 
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Evidently this sequence of maps determines uniquely a pairing 
< , > : A(k) x A(k) + ~P' 
which is non-degenerate if and only if f is a quasi-isomorphism. 
Furthermore we can express Idet < , >I p in terms of the orders of 
the kernels and cokernels of the maps in the above sequence taken 
modulo torsion subgroups. Why is this pairing useful for our problem? 
Lemma 6: 
i ) 
i i ) 
we have 
o 
p ..:. rank ZZ H (G ,1.1) ; 
p 0 
P = rank ZZ H (G,1,J) ~ f is a quasi-isomorphism; in this case p 
[Cp(A)[~l = (# cokerf)j(# kerf) . 
Proof: This is an easy generalization of Lemma z.4 in [4] if one takes 
the general structure theory of ~p[[r]]-modules into consideration. 
Therefore we have a close relation between det<, > and cp(A) in 
the case that <, > is non-degenerate. Using the descent diagram 
and Proposition 5 we can give this relation the following form. 
Theorem: 
i) p~rankZZA(k); 
ii) p = rankZZA(k) <r> < ,> is non-degenerate; 
if this is fulfilled and if e
o
1l has no finite r-submodules f 0 
(in addition to the assumptions already made), we then have 
[Cp(A)!-l (([JJk(A)(p)'!det<, >1~l)j(#A(k)(P)'#A(k)(P)J p 
• TI ,\,( A) ( p ) • ( TI #~ ~a) ( p ) ) 2 , 
~ er 1I[p er 
where TI,rA) denotes the group of ~rational connected components 
of the reduct ion of A at ,. 
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